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About This Content

Capturing the details and bustle of a busy modern city is both challenging and time-consuming. Wouldn't you want a quick and
easy shortcut to make modern mapping easier? Fantasy Buildings: Modern is just the pack for you!

Created by Celianna, this large and versatile pack contains over 45 buildings, in addition to several ground auto-tiles and
detailed objects. Many of the buildings include several variations, allowing you to build realistic modern city environments. This

pack was formatted to be used in RPG Maker VX-Ace editor or with parallax mapping, ensuring that everyone can use it - no
matter how you prefer to map.

This pack contains:

A variety of modern homes, including houses, apartment buildings, duplexes and high rises.

Specialized buildings such as restaurants, hospitals, office buildings, automotive garages, retail stores and more.

Easy to use materials -- already formatted into tile sheets for you!

Material that matches the RTP, as well as the large variety of Celianna's resources.
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Fantastic Buildings: Modern
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
Celianna
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German,Italian,Japanese
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rpg maker vx ace - fantastic buildings modern

It's a comedy adventure game, so the main things are the comedy writing and the puzzles.

The humor and satire feels a bit "out of touch old person" at times, even beyond the amount afforded by the premise, but the
game was largely smartly written. It's very aware of what it is and how it fits into modern times, keeping it away from the groan-
inducing territory of Thimbleweed Park. Larry and his ideals are shown in contrast to modern values, which gives the writing
plenty of opportunity to poke fun at him. I do wish that Larry had any amount of a character arc, though.

The puzzles were a very uneven experience for me. There tend to be periods where you amass a ridiculous amount of inventory
items, followed by long, satisfying chains of solutions. The problem comes when you miss an item (which I did a few times
before finding the space bar) or are stuck at one of the less obvious puzzles, and are blocked off from the rest of the chain, even
though you have everything needed. The UI animation also makes trying items a slow process. Overall though, I really liked the
puzzles. It feels good to knock out strings of puzzles that all make sense within the world.

I would be happy to see more of these get made, though I hope the satire would get a bit sharper.. old and not even working..
Played this game on mobile, then playstation and now on steam

Pros:
casual fast-paced game
big combos possible
challenging modes
great practice for aiming and projeticle movement

Cons:
1 of 10 levels can be unlucky, no power ups then you lose even with good skill
. Sure is a interesting game and a good laughter.
Grafics is 10\/10 and sure gave me a heart clap first time i got in contact with any of the Turtles.. This is what happens when
you try too hard to be intellectual and self-aware. Many games try the same, but only a few can fail this bad and result in such a
laughable project. Really hoping whoever made this makes good use of the profit, maybe buying a dictionary or two because
holy sh\u1d09t what a poor grammar this game has. Calling this joke that went too far a "game" is a compliment at this point,
must be why somehow it managed to shine between smaller youtubers. Personally, I can't help but imagine that the developer is
trolling and only made the spelling mistakes on purpose just to get a good laugh in the background. By the time you're reading
this review I already refunded, don't buy this waste of time.. We all have our guilty pleasures.. Doesn't really make much sense.
Highly skeptical of all these glowing reviews here.

Just no feedback to any of your actions, crappy voice acting and animations, no sense that you're really "doing" anything.
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mini battlegrounds is a great game but it will be nice if more people plays it. Although there are not many new features
compared with XCOM, but it does have an element of fresh creativity hovering around as you play. A little lacking on
animations, but I am actually having a good time playing it and I am actually choosing to play it over a few AAA games that I
currently own.

I'm looking forward to future updates, hopefully this will continue strongly!. Zebruh was by far the absolute worst troll and I
was worried that he would be too awful for me to truly enjoy his routes but I was pleasantly proven wrong. While he is still the
worst, I\u2019m really glad how the route was written, because there were definitely some really funny parts and tbh the mind
gymnastics this dude showed were incredible in the worst way which was pretty amusing. ?????? was amazing, not only in the
route but the music. It goes without saying but the art is always fantastic regardless of which artist is in charge. Anyways ??????
was surprisingly heart warming, a welcomed contrast to Zebruh XD and the references made in this route were super cool.. This
game is fantastic! As I played this game, it seemed really realistic with the talking. It was also really interesting that you could
choose different paths like when you are talking with someone in the game you could disagree or agree and that could lead on to
what happens later on in the game. I personally think maker\/creator of the game made multiple story paths so this game has
meaning and liveliness. This game is also really fun even though it is kind of difficult at first, but you will get the hang of it in
about 5 minutes, and that\u2019s what makes it fun. This game is not just some mindless action, there is also a hint of logic and
thinking. I felt accomplishment because of the mixture of feelings and actions in the game. Besides, the game pictures are well-
designed and very artistic and I also liked the music. One suggestion for upgrading the game is to include some AI elements, for
example, using speech recognition to conduct speech conversation.. Buy it, then Golf it. 10/10 would become super ninja again.
Great game. Recommend. Great Game!. wow this was more fun than I had anticipated
9/10 would make cutlery and fruit explode by punching them again
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